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Abrikosov Vortex Memory with Novel Cell Structure
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A nondestructive readout random access memory cell based on the useof Abrikosov vortices in thin-film type'-Il superconductors is newly
desigged and experimentally tested. The cell occupies an area of 30 x
60nrn' with a 5-7rrn design ru1e. proper memory cell operation is
achieved in the so-called 1,-1 mode using the shift saturaEion effect
which occurs on the characteristi.cs of che write currents vs. the shift
value of the sense gate threshold curves. This is the first Abrikosov
vortex RAM cell to oPerat,e properly. The write current level has been
reduced one order of magni-tude using a Pb/In/gu filn co-evaporated at 90K for the vortex storage region.

l.InEroduction
An Abrikosov vortex memory, in which

vortices in type-Il superconductor thin fihns
are used as information bits, is attractive
because its vortex size is smaller than that of
persistent current-Eype superconductive

. 1)2)
memorLes.

A vortex file memory having a bubble memory

type sLructure has been proposed by B'dchtold.3)
In addition, Uehara "a "1.4) have proposed a

trapped vortex memory. This represents the
first random access memory cell utilizing
vortices trapped in a type-Il superconductor
thin fihn. This memorv cell has poEential
application in high-capacity RAI'1s because of irs
small ce11 size and simple structure. They have

also reported preliminary experimental results
on vortex generation and detection. However,

their memory has not yet to exhibit stable
operat,ion characteristics. This is because

there exist many difficulties such as large
wrj-Ee current levels, a narrow write operation
margin, and a fail operation on tt0tt writing in
the memory state.

This paper proposes an improved vortex
memory ceI1 structure and a novel memory

operation mode whi.ch help Eo avoid the
difficultj-es inherent in the cell proposed by

Uehara et al. Experimental results in which
stable memory operation has been confirmed are

c-1-6

also reported.

2.Memory cell structure
A schematic structure of the improved

Abrikosov vortex memory ce11 is illustrated in
Flgure 1. The main difference between the
previously reported cell and this one is the
location of the sense gate (SC;. The SG in our
vortex Eemory is located on the thick
superconductor near the edge of the vortex
storage region (VSn;. In the previously
reported ce1l structure, however, it was located
directly on the VSR.

A two-junction SQUID gate was also used for
the SG in our cel1 instead of a single Josephson
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Fig. I SchemaLic structure of Abrikosov
vorLex memory cell. I,, is write current for
generating inforrnationwvortices, Io is Josephson
junction bias current for reading 6ut vortices,
and Ia is control current of sense Josephson
gaE.e.
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junction taking advanEage of its high magnetic

field sensitivity. Vortices are generated in

the type-Il superconductor thin fikn by the

magnetic field associated with Ehe current

passing through write control lines' which run

along the edge of the VSR. The thin film in

this region has a reduced thickness to allow

vortices to ent,er into the region more easily.

3.Operation prineiple
The previously reported memory cel-ls $tere

operated in the so-called 1,0 rnode, in which the

vortex storing state indicates trlrr state and the

non-vortex sEate indicates rr0tr state. A frorr

writing operation is carried out by canceling

the stored vortices with an equal number of

opposite sign vortices. These vortices are

generated by an opposite sign write current.
llowever, when the write currenL fluctuates

around the nominal value and/or the vortex
pinning force is large in the VSR, the rr0rl

writing operation is incomplete since excess

vortices remain in the VSR. These excess

vortices are accumulated during the write

oPeraLion cycles.
The operation instability ln the previously

reported cell is caused by these accumulated

vortices. To avoid thi-s instability' we

employed the so-cal1ed 1,-1 operation mode in
our memory cell, in which the vortex storing
state also indicates ttltt but the opposite sign

vortex storing state indicates tto". The stored

vortices can be eliminated by generated vortices
having opposite signs. Additionally, Ehe excess

opposite sign vortices are stored in the VSR

indicating the "0'r state.
In this operation mode, it is necessary to

distinguish the memory states of the eeIl by

detecting the polarity of the stored vortices.
This is possible by detecting the shift

direction of the SG threshold curves after "1"
or ttOt' writing. In the previously reported

cell, however, Josephson current, IJ,
suppression of the SG characteristics as well as

the shift of the SG chreshold curves occurred

after the ttltt write operation. Figure 2(a)

shows these results, where the SG was a single
Josephson junction. The I"rs indicate the

write curren! levels for a rrltt writing

Ic

Fig. 2 Experimental threshold curves for
typical sense gates aft,er ttltt writing on (a)
previously reported vortex memory cell, and on
(b) presenE memory ceIl.

operation. These curves were measured after
decreasing the I* to zero in order to avoid

the influence of the write current.
Extracting only the shift effect is also

necessary to achieve a wide sense operation

margin. In our cell structure, this is realized

as shown in Fig. 2(b), where the Josephson

current, IJ, suppression was avoided. The

curves were measured both aft.er the trl" and "0t'

writing operations with large I* levels. In

these measuremenLs' the SG was located outside

of the VSR. The vortices were, therefore,
prevented from entering the base electrode of

the SG in order that Josephson current

suppression not occur even afEer a ttllr writing
operation. This is made possible because I,
suppression results from the decrease i-n the

effective Josephson junction area caused by the

vorEex normal cores entering the base electrode.

In addition to the above mentioned effect'
the shi.ft values of the SG threshold curves

saturate when I" becomes large in our cell
structure. Figure 3 demonstrates this effect,
which results from the saturation of the number

of vortices st,ored in the VSR. 0n the other

hand, shift values never saturate in the

previously proposed cell structure.4) This is
because I, becomes zero before the shift
values saEurate due to vortices entering the
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Fig. 3 Obtained threshold curve shifrs(lt^;
as a functj.on of write current(I,,) u

characteristics on memory cell. *I.,., and I,,^
indicate typical ttltt and ttOtt write*durrenE*'
levels, respectively.

base el-ectrode of the sense junctions. This
shift saturation effect is a considerable
advantage from the viewpoint of inproving the
write operation margin as the write current
level is set in the shift saturating region.
Utilizing both the pure I, shift effecr and

Ehe shift saturation effect mentioned earlier,
our memory cell can be operated stably in the
1,-1 mode.

4. Fabricat,ion
The memory cel1 shown in Fig. I was

fabricated by a conventj-onal lead al1oy
\l

process-' with a 57:m minimum line width. A

Pb/In/Au fika co-evaporated at a subsrrate
.temperature of 90 K6) was used for the VSR

filn. The filur thickness is 50nru. The VSR has

an area of 5 x 8 pr'. Figure 4 shows a SEM

photograph of the fabricated memory cell, which

occupi-es an area of 30 x 50 ;r# or 72 minimum-

linewidth squares. This cell- is one-fourteenth
the size of the conventional persistent
current-type memory 

".u.7)
The low-t,emperature co-evaporated filn is

used in the VSR to reduce the write curren!
level. This is because a reduction ln the write
current, Ievel is expected with this
co-evaporated filn due to its srnall pinning
force. In this type of memory ce11-, in which
the SG cannot det,ect the vortices until they
arrive near the SG, the write curren! level is
determined by the pinning force rather than by
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Fig. 4 SEM

UNE
ce11.

the low critical magnetic field,Hcl. As has

been previously report"d,6) the grain size of
the low-temperature co-evaporated filn is
smaller than Ehat of the conventi_onal

sequentially deposited Pb/In/Au fihn evaporated
at room temperature. A snall pinning force is
expected in the small-grain-sized filn.

Utilizing this co-evaporared filn, the write
current level has been reduced to 7 - 50 trA.

This value is one order of rnagnitude small_er

Ehan that for the previously reported vortex
4)

memory cell. ''

5.Memory operation
Figure 5 shows a properly executed

quasi-static test pattern, including NDRO, for
fu11-and half-select,ed read conditions. The

current labels are the same as those in Fig. I.
The sense signal, VS, is the voltage across

the SG. A positive pulse ott h writes a "ltt,
while a negative one corresponds to a rr0rl

writing. A single pulse, IB, sj.mulates the
read half-select conditions that would occur in
a cell array. Coincident pulses, I, and Iar
correspond to the read operation. After a rflrl

Fig. 5 Execution of
patt,erns demonstrating
operation of cell in 1,

quasi-static pulse test
proper memory cel1
-1 node.
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hrriting operation, voltage pulses corresponding

to read pulses on I, and Ia appeared on

V-. This indicates that a |tlrf writing and a
D

trltt reading were operated properly. After a rr0rl

writing, no pulse appeared on Vrs indicating
that a ttOtt writing and a rr0ff reading were

operated properly.
It is essential that the ce1l does not

change its state during the read cycles or for
these half-select conditions. In this quasi-

staLic memory operation, it was confirroed that
due to the shift saturation effect' the write
operation margin became sufficiently wide. It
was further proven that the memory operation

margin was deterroined by the static SG nargin.

This relatively simple cell structure,
containing onl-y one or two Josephson junctions,

makes the cell att,ractive in terms of memory

chip fabrication.

6.Discussion
The reduction in the write current level

was achieved by utilizing snall pinning force

filns for the VSR. It is important xo anaLyze

this reduction oeehanism. For this purpose, the

saturated shifc value of the SG threshold curves

was measured with test cells whose distance fron
the vortex entrance edge of the VSR to the edge

of the SG was varied. The data were plotted
against the distancerl, as shor^m in Figure 5.

It is clear Ehat vortices accumulate near the

entrance edge of the VSR. This means that the

pinning force of the VSR filn is still large;

therefore, it is difficult for vortiees to move

toward the SG. This condition requires a large
write current level for achiving a large shift
value. It is clarified from this experiment

that the farther reduction in the pinning force
is still effective for reducing the write
current 1evel.

7. Conclusion

A new type of Abrikosov vortex memory cell
has been studied, whose stable memory operation
has been experimentally confirued. This has

been achieved by utilizing the shift-sacuration
effect and the l,-l mode operation. The write
current level has been reduced one order of
magnitude by using a Pb/tn/nu filn co-evaporated

at a 90-K substrate temperature as the type II
superconducting filn of the VSR. Ip order Eo

drive the ce1ls by Josephson driver circuitry,
this level should be reduced bv at least one

additional- order of nagnitude. 
o

The cel1 occupies an area of 30 x 60 pn'
with a 5yn design rule. This is one-fourteenth
of conventional cells. This small-sized memorv

cell is attractive as the basis for a

high-density, high-speed cache memory.

The authors would like to exPress their

thanks to S. Uehara for his hel-pful discussions.
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Fig. 6 Saturated shift value of
curves plotted against dist,ance,L,
vortex entrance edge of the VSR to
the SG in the memorv cell.
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